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ALPS Outdoors Introduces New External Frame Freighter: Trophy X
NEW HAVEN, Mo. – ALPS OutdoorZ is proud to announce the addition of the Trophy X to its ever-expanding Extreme
line. The external frame freighter will be available in 2018.
From the same team that brought you the tough and rugged Commander X, the Trophy X is a long-anticipated
addition to the Extreme Pack line. From concept to reality, the Trophy X has evolved into an elite backcountry
freighter frame pack. “The Trophy X combines the unmatched comfort of molded foam suspension with the strength
and weight distribution of an external frame pack for the best of both worlds,” says Zach Scheidegger, ALPS
OutdoorZ Product Manager. “You won’t find a better meat hauling freighter frame on the market.”
The Trophy X features a powder-coated aluminum frame with a freighter shelf to support extra-heavy loads. A rollout lashing system is readily available to secure meat, and adjustable molded foam suspension and Lycra shoulder
straps with load lifters provide superior comfort and stability on long hauls. In addition to the adjustable shoulder
straps and waist belt, the Trophy X boasts an adjustable torso range for individualized comfort. The molded foam
waist belt includes extra storage pockets and accommodates clip-style holsters. And like every pack in the Extreme
line, the Trophy X is constructed of heavy duty Robic Nylon fabric with hypalon reinforcement at high stress points
for unmatched strength and durability.
The Trophy X is your go to backcountry freighter frame pack –ready for any challenge. It’s been used and abused
by hunters in regions all across the US to ensure that it will stand up to any challenge you throw its way. To learn
more about the brand new Trophy X and all of the products in the ALPS OutdoorZ Extreme line, please visit http://
outdoorz.alpsbrands.com/products/extreme.
ALPS OutdoorZ, an ALPS Brands Company
Beginning in 1993 with the establishment of ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands is a continuously growing and
expanding group of companies dedicated to developing and manufacturing high quality, performance-driven outdoor
products. Currently making up the ALPS Brands family of companies are ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS OutdoorZ, Cedar
Ridge, Browning Camping and Hunting Blinds.
Using the experience and knowledge gained from manufacturing high quality camping and backpacking gear under
ALPS Mountaineering, ALPS Brands established ALPS OutdoorZ in 2007 with the mission of developing affordable,
performance-driven hunting gear. Ten years after releasing their first group of hunting products, ALPS OutdoorZ has
grown to offer packs, furniture, gun cases, sleeping bags, ground blinds and waterfowl gear. Brought together by
a shared passion for wildlife and conservation, ALPS OutdoorZ is a proud sponsor and licensee of Delta Waterfowl,
RMEF and NWTF products. ALPS OutdoorZ items are sold and distributed in the best camping, backpacking and
outdoor dealers throughout the entire US and Canada. For more information, please visit www.alpsoutdoorz.com.
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